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Abstract:
A non-destructive method of determining moisture in living foliage is discussed. The use of an
unbalanced transmission line set in foliage is proposed.

The theory of the open-wire transmission line with matched and mismatched terminations is discussed.
Graphs showing power distribution along the transmission lines are presented.

Results are presented of the line-in-foliage measurements. A center conductor over a mesh ground
plane through which the foliage grows is used. The input impedance and frequency are measured.
Resonant and non-resonant lines are utilized. Concurrently, xylene tests are conducted on the foliage to
measure moisture content. Graphs of impedance, permittivity, conductivity, attenuation, loss tangent
and chapge in frequency versus percent moisture are presented.

A model of the foliage medium is discussed. The individual plants are considered as dielectric
cylinders. Graphs of change in resonant frequency of the transmission line versus relative dielectric
constant are presented. Theoretical and experimental values are compared.

It is concluded that it is possible to determine moisture percentage in living foliage by measuring input
impedance and/or frequency. The method of measuring the resonant frequency of the transmission line
is proposed as the best method. 
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ABSTRACT

A non-destructive method of determining moisture in living foliage 
is discussed. The use of an unbalanced transmission line set in foliage 
is proposed.

The theory of the open-wire transmission line with matched and mis
matched terminations is discussed. Graphs showing power distribution 
along the transmission lines are presented.

Results are presented of the line-in-foliage measurements. A cen
ter conductor over a mesh ground plane through which the foliage grows 
is used. The input impedance and frequency are measured. Resonant and 
non-resonant lines are utilized. Concurrently, xylene tests are con
ducted on the foliage to measure moisture content. Graphs of impedance, 
permittivity, conductivity, attenuation, loss tangent and chapge in fre
quency versus percent moisture are presented.

A model of the foliage medium is discussed. The individual plants 
are considered as dielectric cylinders. Graphs of change in resonant 
frequency of the transmission line versus relative dielectric constant 
are presented. Theoretical and experimental values are compared.

It is concluded that it is possible to determine moisture percentage 
in living foliage by measuring input impedance and/or frequency. The 
method of measuring.the resonant frequency of the transmission line is,. - 
proposed as the best method.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A - vector potential
a - line spacing, center conductor to ground plane
B - magnetic flux
C - capacitance, farads per meter
c_ - velocity of light
Di - electric displacement
E - electric field vector, volts per meter
f - frequency. Hertz
Af - change in frequency
2  - conductance (shunt), mhos per meter
H - magnetic field vector, amps per meter
Ii - current, amps
i - current vector, amps
i_ - unit vector in x- direction
J - current density vector, amps per square meter
3 - unit vector in y- direction
k - unit vector in z- direction
IT —  inductance (series), henries per meter 
H - length of transmission line, meter 
d& - elemental length
F  - Poynting's vector, "watts per meter.squared 
R - resistance (series), ohms per meter 
r_ - distance from conductor to field point 
S* - complex Poynting vector
V - voltage
v - volume, cubic meters
Y - admittance, mhos per meter
Z - impedance, ohms

- characteristic impedance, ohms
a - attenuation, nepers per meter 
3 - phase, radians per meter
Y - propagation constant
6 - loss tangent
E - dielectric constant 
T) - impedance of medium, ohms 
X - "wave length, meters 
jj - permeability
V - integer
p - distance from origin to field point, meters 
a - conductivity, mhos per meter
U - velocity of wave in medium, meters per second
a) - radian frequency



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose

There is interest in determining the amount of moisture in 

living foliage. For example, the Forest Service uses the amount 

of moisture to determine the Forest Fire Index. Other uses 

include radio propagation studies to determine attenuation and 

conductivity of jungles and heavily-wooded areas. The current 

method, boiling in xylene or baking, then measuring the amount 

of moisture, is a destructive method which destroys the foliage.

In addition, the process is relatively lengthy in terms of hours. 

Thus, for at least the above two reasons, a better method of 

measuring percent moisture in foliage is desirable.

B. Literature Survey
!

Some of the electromagnetic methods tried in the past have 

been resonant cavities, parallel-plate capacitors, and transmission 

lines. The measurements made were then related to other quantities 

such as relative dielectric constant, conductivity, and so forth. 

Various geometries have been tried. Frequency has been varied.
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In 1960, Kirkscether used two methods to calculate character=

is tic impedance. The first method consisted, of short- and open-

circuited measurements (Z and Z ) on earth samples that couldsc oc
be removed. The lengths of the samples were between 15 and 30 cm. 

From these, the line constants R, L, G and C were calculated; then 

conductivity, a, dielectric constant, er , and permeability, , of 

the earth are found from

c = Ge (Gr) * o
and

e = C(Cr)"1r \
and

Pr = L(Lr)"1

/ .

where the primed quantities indicate air values.

His second method used in terrain was open-circuited transmis

sion lines introduced perpendicularly into the earth. Lines of 

lengths Z and 21 were.used with the relationship

instead of

- Zoc )
I

Z = J  Z Z 0 *v sc oc

The samples were tested in the frequency range 0.6 to 400 MHz. 

Some of the parameters of interest and their variations were as 

follows. The earth’s conductivity increased exponentially with
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frequency; the dielectric constant decreased exponentially with

frequency; the dissipation factor decreased exponentially with

frequency; and the attenuation rose linearly with frequency first

to about 10 MHz and then exponentially to■400. Kirkscether shows

that by using either method of simple input impedance measurements,

he could find the electrical characteristics of the earth.

More recently, Parker and Hagn did a study on the use of open-

wire transmission lines, capacitors and cavities to measure elec-
2trical properties of vegetation. A rigid open-wire line with 

variable length was inserted into the foliage. At 4 to 30 MHz a 

4 inch diameter, 40 inch-spacing line was used and at 30 to 75 MHz 

a,5/8 inch diameter, 3 inch-spacing. A 4 to I balun matched the 

balanced line to the unbalanced input of the impedance meter 

(Boonton RX-meter). The testing was accomplished at two sites, 

California and Washington.

In California, values of a and e were obtained for two living
f •

foliage samples, poison oak and fern, and for two cut samples, oak 

boughs and mixed boughs. Daily tests were conducted at first on 

the oak boughs. Later, hourly tests were made to find whether 

humidity effects were evident. No relationship between relative 

humidity and effective attenuation was evident. A similar cut-

foliage test was undertaken later at 50 to 75 MHz. Both a and e"» r
decreased with drying time as expected at both frequencies.
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-The Hoh rain forest in Olympic National Park was the site of 

the second series of tests. Here an aluminum HF line was constructed, 

4 inch diameter, 40 inch spacing, in addition to the VHF line used 

in California. Also, the VHF line was encased in fiberglas for 

ease of handling. Sitka spruce, vine maple and red alder were the 

three live specimens tested. Comparison of the spruce results with 

the foliage results obtained from California indicated that the 

attenuation of the spruce was somewhat less, even though the spruce 

was considerably more dense. The authors felt that this may have 

been due to the varying species, different climates, or different 

periods of growing season. Beyond this it pointed out the great 

amount of cataloguing needed in studying electrical properties of 

foliage.

The VHF line in fiberglas was utilized in the Hoh tests. It 

was also used in the tests in vine maple which were divided into 

two sites 1.5 miles apart:.. Although the growth at one site was 

more dense and the measurements were taken during a rain, the 

attenuation of the vine maple was less than the second site which 

had experienced a recent three-day rain. Both transmission lines,

HF and VHF, were used in the dense red alder and both within 10 

feet of each other. The height of the VHF line was varied from 6 

to 12 feet without significant change in attenuation. The values 

of attenuation were lower than those found in California. It was
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felt that the alder may have entered its dormant season. (Measure

ments were taken in October.) It was also felt that this aluminum 

HF line was too lossy at frequencies above 30 MHz.

From the data, effective conductivity of the three specimens was 

plotted against frequency from 4 to 75 MHz. Some low values of . 

conductivity were obtained for spruce but these measurements were 

taken before the autumn rain. In all the other cases, the earth 

was moist when impedances were measured. The loss tangent was also 

plotted against frequency. The loss tangent curve is hyperbolic, 

decreasing as frequency increases. The effective permittivity did
I

not vary appreciably - the mean was 1.04. The VHF line was raised, 

lowered, tilted and rotated without more than a 10% change in 

results.
'

Further work on balanced wire transmission lines was done by

H. Parker and Makavabhiromya when ,they measured electric constants
3

in vegetation and in earth at five sites in Thailand. Included in 

the types of earth probes were: I) brass rods spaced 2.5 cm apart

for VHF, 2) 5 cm apart for HF (both 10 and 20 cm long), and 3) 1.6 

cm diameter brass rods one meter long with variable spacing. The 

vegetation probes were: I) 1.6 cm diameter silver-plated brass

tubing with variable spacing and length, 2) 10 cm diameter aluminum 

pipes, I meter spacing with variable lengths, and 3) number 12
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copper wire spaced two meters apart with variable length. With 

the great quantity of data taken and with the use of the computer, 

some interesting results were obtained.

The values of relative permittivity and permeability of the 

vegetation varied from 0.9 to 1.2 for and 0.8 to 1.1 for at 

frequencies between about 2 and 100 MHz. There is a question as 

to being not equal to I and being less than I. Possibly the 

open-circuit measurements were not adequate at times. An open- 

circuit whose impedance is not high when compared with short-circuit 

is obviously not an open circuit. All the calculations in their
' I

work are dependent on the open-circuit measurements using lines of 

lengths & and 2&.

The conclusions made by Parker and Makavabhiromya were that 

using values of unity for E^ and would be sufficient for modeling 

forests for predicting path loss measurements. The median effective 

conductivity of the earth did not vary significantly between sites 

but showed an exponential increase with frequency. Also, since 

conductivity and loss tangent are directly related, as will be shown 

later, the same comments apply to loss tangent. At this point, a 

quote from the report by the above authors is in order: "The most

important parameters influencing vegetation constants were stem 

spacing (related to stem number density) and intrinsic stem conduc-
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tivity estimated to be between 0.05 and 0.5 m h o / m . S t e m  number 

density is the number of stems per unit cross-sectional area.

The authors also compared median electric earth constants from 

eight types of soil. The results were as expected. The, driest 

soil had the lowest dielectric constant and conductivity. Again, 

dielectric constant changed only slightly with frequency while 

conductivity showed great change.

Of major importance in the use of the transmission line as a 

moisture detection probe is the question of volume of foliage that 

Is sensed by the probe when inserted in some medium. In order 

to find this volume, we first investigate Poynting’s Theorem.

C. Physics "

I. Pointing's Theorem

Poynting's Theorem states that the vector product P = E x H at 

any point is a measure of the rate of energy flow per unit area 

at that point. The energy is in the direction of E x H. If we 

integrate Poynting's vector over a closed surface, we obtain

E x da = - I E * J d v - 2 + I  E2) dv

A v
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The•first term, E x H, has the units of watts per square meter 

and, when integrated over a closed surface, represents the rate 

of flow of energy outward through the surface enclosing the volume. 

The second term represents the power "losses" in the system. Ex

amples of these losses are conductor dissipation, losses in the 

medium, and radiation. Finally the third term represents the time 

rate of change of the total stored energy in the volume.

2. Transmission Lines

A transmission line may be made up of any two conductors separ

ated by a dielectric material. Conventionally, we say the current

at any point along one line is equal and opposite to the current 

at the same point in the other line. We also note that the trans

mission line is considered a "low" frequency device, below 200 or 

300 MHz, that supports a TEM wave. This line is represented as a 

distributed-constant network having a series impedance Z = R + jmL 

and a shunt admittance Y = G + jmC. This is usually represented 

by the equivalent circuit shown in the accompanying figure. Figure I 

R, L, and C can exist in series and ^ O — — -Az — «i>

parallel. However, they do not appear
Vin Figure I because series C would not 

permit current flow and parallel L 

would indicate an inductive medium
R dz L dz

(pr # I). Figure I
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If R, L, G and C are the total quantities per unit length, the 

transmission line equations may be expressed as

dV - (R + jwL) I

- (G + jwC) V

Differentiating and combining, we get

where

d2V = V2V 
dz2

YzI

and

Y2 = (R + jtoL) (G + jwC)

R + iwL 
G + j(i)C

It is usual to make the location of a terminating impedance, Ẑ ,. -of a 

line at z-Q with the line to the left of z=0. See Figure 2.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

z = -l

I
1 2I

z = 0
Figure 2
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Solutions to the above equations may be written

V = A  cosh yz +  B sinh yz 

I = C  cosh yz + D sinh yz

where

V = Vt/• Li

and

I = I at z = 0

.

Now, at the input to the line at z = - i, we write

_ V^n Vl  cosh yZ + Z^Il sinh yZ
' ^ I j ^ n Ijj cosh yZ + Vl  sinh yZ

■ Z-
°

= 2. Zl  cosh yZ + Z q sinh yZ
" Zo cosh yZ + Zl  sinh yZ

We can also write
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a . Resonance and Non-resonance

For a shorted transmission line, we have

Z = Z  tanhsc o
_ ^ sinh a& cos + j cosh ai sin

o cosh aZ cos + j sinh aJl sin 62

where a is the attenuation and g is the phase and y = a + jg. For

line lengths that are an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength, sin

g2= +  I and cos g& = 0 and the input impedance becomes

Z = Z  coth ct£sc o

The shorted quarter-wave section has properties of the parallel

resonant circuit. Consider a voltage induced on the line near one

end. As the voltage wave travels down the line and back, it traverses

nne full wave in order to arrive at the "starting point" in phase

with the next voltage wave. Thus the voltage builds. These volt-
2ages and currents increase until the power is equal to the I R losses. 

In general, the input impedance and resonant properties of an open- 

or short-circuited line are dependent on loss. Losses come mainly 

from conductor resistance and dielectric loss with some due to radia

tion, though the latter is not always considered a loss.

We summarize this by saying a short-circuited quarter wavelength 

line and a parallel-resonant circuit are similar in the sense that 

they both present high input impedance to one particular frequency;

I
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the impedance drops rapidly if frequency varies slightly from

resonance.• They are inductive at frequencies below and capacitive

at frequencies above resonance. The transmission line behaves so

at odd multiples of its lowest resonant frequency.

For an open line

Z = Z  coth yl oc o

It is similar to a series resonant circuit. It has low impedance 

at its resonant frequency. A lossless line is resistive at reson

ance, inductive at frequencies above and capacitive below resonance. 

Its characteristics repeat at odd multiples of the lowest resonant 

frequency. Thus the change in Z is the inverse of the short-OC
circuited line and the product of the.two impedances gives the 

square of the characteristic impedance.

We can now discuss the behavior of the transmission line at 

nonresonance. Let us consider first the shorted line. From above, 

we noted that

2 _ g sinh az cos gz + j cosh az sin gz 
o cosh az cos f3z + j sinh az sin gz

Rewriting and rationalizing we obtain'

„ sinh az cosh az + j sin gz cos gz
o • , 2 2 j  i,2 , 2cosh az cos gz + sinh az sin gz
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At non-resonance, the "sin Bz c/as gz" in the imaginary part will 

determine if the line is inductive or capacitive. For example, between 

quarter-wave (Bz = ir/2) and half-wave (Bz = ir)

sin Bz cos gz < 0

and we see that the reactance is negative and, hence, the line is capa

citive as stated above. Similarly, between half-wave (Bz = ir) and 

three-quarter wave (Bz = 3ir/2)

sin Bz cos Bz > 0

and the line is inductive.

For the open-circuited line ' ~

2 - Z cosh ocz cos Bz + j sinh az sin Bz
sinh az cos Bz + j cosh az sin Bz

_ 7 sinh az cosh az + j sin Bz cos Bz
° sinh^az cos^ Bz + cosh^ az sinz Bz

Thus where the shorted line is capacitive the open-circuited line is in

ductive and vice versa.

In conclusion, we note that if we can measure short-circuited.and 

open-circuited impedance of our transmission line, or short-circuit 

solely, we will be able to find all the parameters of the transmission 

line which are related to moisture content; If some of these relation

ships are linear we will have a suitable handle for determining moisture
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content. 

Next let

That is, a single-valued function will be sufficient, 

us examine the theoretical basis of our system.



CHAPTER II

THEORY OE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

A. Balanced Wire Transmission Line With Matching Load

Consider a lossless transmission line with the lines spaced a

distance 2a apart as shown below in Figure 3. The characteristic

impedance of the line is Z and it is terminated in Z . We want to
o o

find the electric and magnetic fields at some point P; then find the 

percentage power traveling "down" the line within a circle of radius

p.
P y

6 ©  - X
a

figure 3

From Maxwell's equations, we have

and

We assume sinusoidal time variation so that



and

. V x H = J +  JueE 

V x E = ^ JwB

By definition

B = V x A '

From the first of Maxwell’s equations above 

V x  V x A  = iiJ + JioeyE

V CVpA )  ^  V ^  A  =  y j  +  J i o y e E

From the second of Maxwell’s equations above

V x  (E + J to A) = 0

By definition

so that

If we choose

then

E=-T- JoiA " Vji

V (V • A) T- V A  = yJ + io2 yeA

V«A = T- jioeyj)

V (VpA) = T- JioeyVj) 

and we finally obtain

JwyeVji
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where

2 —  2 —A + K A

. 2 2k = u jie

r- JjJ

The solution to the above differential equation is

A (x,y,z) = i —  e dv
/

If we assume free space and if the source is small compared to 

wave length then

is very small and

e"jkr = I

Since J is in the z-direction so is A and we can write

AZ =
r
r
1
2

assuming the cross-sectional area of the conductors goes to zero. 

This can be rewritten

Az
Cx-a)2 + y2 
(x+a)^ + y2

r
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We can now find H and E

H = 1/u V x A

L-{1 y I ___ L
2lT ' * (x-a)2 + y2 (x+a)2 + y2

- j x-a
(x-a)2 + y2 (x+a)2 + y2

Since we have a traveling wave

H = H  (x,y$z,t)

H = - ^ -  g-j (8z-wt) I ? 
2* 4 1 (x-a)2 + y2 (x+a)2 + y2

- J
x-a x+a
O O o 9

(x-a) + y (x+a) + y

where S =  2 ir/ A is the propagation constant

V x H = - ^  = jtoD

assuming sinusoidal variation
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E = 1/jwe V -x H

or

H = Hv i + H;y j

V x H  = -I Mz.+ 3 Mx
3z J 3z

Therefore
—  xg- e-j (3 z-mt) 
E = — --

+ yj

x - a x + a  I

( x - a ) 2+y2 . (x + a )2+y2 J

I
1 I

( x - a ) 2+y2 (x + a )2+y2 ^ (3)

Now, the Poynting vector is defined as P = E x H and for TEM waves 

the power per unit area is directed in the z-direction. If we integrate 

over a cross-sectional area in the xy-plane, we come up with the power 

through that area

P* da E x H*da

Using the divergence theorem', we obtain

From

E x H*da = I V*E x H dv 
A J v

V-E x H =  H-V x E -  E-V x H

E x H- da

( "  f t )  -  E ' ( '  +  l f ) ] dv

we have
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3
atIC 1/2 yH2 + 1/2 cE2) dv-j ctE2 dv

v J  v

The first two terms on the right hand side of the above equation are 

zero. These are energy-stored quantities and for our particular case 

all the energy is dissipated in the load. That is, no energy is re

flected by the load. Our equation becomes

(j^E x H«da = a E^
_ v
k ^total

where k varies from 0 to I, depending on the cross-sectional area size.

Expressing E, H, and da in cylindrical coordinates, x = p cos <}> 

and y = p sin <j>, we get

-  Ig e"j(Sz-Wt) 
E —

2iro)e
p cos <f> - a

p2+a2-2ap cos <j>

+j r___P^inJ_______________
L p2+a2-2ap cos (() p2+a2+2ap cos (j)

p cos tp + a 
p2+a2+2ap cos (ji

P sin 4>

I

(4)

I e - j  (g z-o it) p sin p sin (ji

and

p2+ a2-2ap cos <p p2+a2+2ap cos <p

A j p cos <j> - a______ p co s (p + a
 ̂ V p2+a2-2ap co s  (fi p2+a2+2ap cos <f)J

da = p dp d(J)

(5)

Integrating Poynting's vector over the surface, we obtain
.2t u P.

I2e-j2 (Sz-oit) 

(2tt)2cg
P COS  ̂- P cos 4» + a

p2+a2-2ap cos <f> p2+a2+2ap cos ())j
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+ p2 sin^ <})
p^+a^-2ap cos (ji p^+a^+2ap cos <()

^ ptotal

p dp d<j>

where p0 is some radius other than 1/2 of the line spacing, 2a. Again, 

this power is traveling in the z-direction.

The quantity within the brackets in equation (6) can be re-written

( P cos -a P cos +a

+ p2sin2 <j>

p2+a2-2ap cos <J> p2+a2+2ap cos <j>

I I
p2+a2-2ap cos 41 p2+a2+2ap cos <j>

= _______I_________ + ________I__________2 _______P2 -a2
p2+a2—2ap cos (£ p2+a2+2ap cos <j) (p2+a2)2-4a2p2

Now the first two integrals in equation (6) are

JT
COS2 <P

— -------+ ______ L p dif) dp
pz+az \ I - 2ap cos <)> I + 2ap cos <fi

p2+a2 p2+a2

J p2- 2
dp = 2TT &n|p2-a2 |/a2 p0 ^ a

The third integral in equation (6) becomes

Jl (p2-a2) p
(p2+a2)2 - 4a2p2 cos2 <j> 

= - 2tt £n(p2 +a2/a2)

d(j) dp
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Combining these, we obtain

E x H« da = I2Tl (8)
We write the complex Poynting vector as

S = 1/2 E x H

Using this, we obtain

(9)

where po ^ a.

Thus, we know that the average power through some surface perpen

dicular to the axis of the transmission line - under matched conditions 

- is proportional to the logarithm as shown in equations (8) and (9). 

Then we can graph percent power vs. radius as shown in Figure 4. This 

shows us the total power contained within a cross-sectional circle of 

radius pq . For example, 40 percent of the total power is contained 

within a cross-sectional circle of radius p=a (p/a=l).

Now we will examine the cases where the load is not equal to the 

characteristic impedance, specifically open- and short-circuited lines.

B . Transmission Line with Unmatched Load

Again, we consider a transmission line with the line spaced a dis

tance of 2a apart as in Figure 3. Let us consider what happens when the 

load on the line is no longer equal to the characteristic impedance of 

the line. We have the greatest interest in open- and short-circuited 

lines. Let us consider the short-circuit case since the open is very
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similar.

First we want to examine the transmission line with air dielectric. 

Since the conduction current is zero in this region, we have

v x ^  = E .
where

J = O

On the conductors, we again use the vector potential. A, and see that

3% 3%iiE2-+ dP" I Az = -iV
We know that the transmission line is not matched as in Section A; 

therefore, we have reflected energy. Let us write

E = Einc e-i (Gz-wt) + E^ f e j(Bz+wt) (10)

With a perfect short, at z=0 in Figure 2, we write - at z=0 -

E - 9 = Einc e ja)t + e

^inc Eref
Equation (10) can now be written

-j(gz-wt)_ j(Sz+wt)\
E = Einc|e(= .. ;

~j2Einc sin Sz-C+ â3t
From Section A, equation (4), we write the electric field in vector form

E = —I/Tr jin j sin (3z eJ^t C I p cos <j) -a_____■ p cos 4> +a
p2-+a^-2ap cos (j) p2+a2+2ap cos <j>
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"I: p sin <{> p sin (ji
^p^+a^-2ap cos cfr p2+a^+2ap cos (J) 

We have assumed plane waves therefore

)'

Hy =

where n is the impedance of the medium. For H, we can write using 

equation (5), Section A

H = 1/tt jl sin Bz e ^ 1- p sin (J) p sin (J)
p2+a^-2ap cos (J) p2+a2+2ap cos <p)

- j I P cos (J) -a p cos (J) +a
p2+a2-2ap cos (fi p2+a2+2ap cos (J)

Let us consider again Poynting1s Theorem

$ E x H-da = - -jL-l j dv“ I CE2 dv (H)

Since we have assumed a perfect short and no losses, o=0, the total 

power on the left of equation (11) is stored in the electric and mag

netic fields. That is

E x H •da $
CE2'

2 + 2

Except for the terms constant with respect to p and (J), this integral 

was evaluated in Section A. Using the logarithm term in Equation (8),

Section A, we can write



An | p „ - a 2 | / ( p 2 + a 2)E x H«da = 1/Tr^nI2 2 sin2 3z^e J^ajt 

The complex Poynting vector becomes

sin2 gzj 2n

where pe f a.

Thus, for the mismatched case the power varies as the logarithm of 

the radius just as in the matched case. However, there is a factor of 

4 sin2 3z difference in the two cases. Figure 5 shows the relationship
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between matched' and mismatched conditions. The vertical scale is nor

malized; the horizontal scale plots gz. We can see that, at gz = ir, 

3ir/2,. ... the power "extends" four times as much as the matched line.

For example, from Figure 4 , for p/a = 2 the curves in Figure 5 

would represent .82% of. the total power.

We will make use of Figures 4 and 5 in a later part of the text.



CHAPTER III

TESTS AND RESULTS

A. Introduction

A proposed method of measuring percent moisture in foliage 

is to insert an open-wire line (OWL) into the foliage and measure 

the input impedance and frequency with the line open- and short- 

circuited. The transmission line itself can be balanced or unbal

anced. A balanced line is one in which the magnitude of the surface

current in one "leg" equals the magnitude in the other; the currents
■ ' ' ■ ' -

are out of phase. In an unbalanced line, the magnitude of the

surface current is not the same in each leg at a given point.

Both balanced and unbalanced lines have advantages. The balanced 

line is usually more portable than the unbalanced, at least in this 

work, since in this work the unbalanced line includes a wire-mesh 

ground plane. So the balanced line has an advantage when measuring 

foliage in its normal environment and when wanting to make a large 

number of measurements to study the properties statistically.

■ However, since most impedance meters and bridges have unbalanced 

inputs, some sort of device - a balun - must be made to match the 

balanced transmission line. Since a balun is frequency dependent 

(some baluns are wideband), a new balun must be made when changing 

frequency. Therefore, using the unbalanced line has a number of
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advantages. First, it is not necessary to use a balun when using 

the unbalanced transmission line. Second, the ground plane used 

with the unbalanced line eliminates the effect of ground conductivity 

on measurements. Third, the electrical model used with.an unbalanced 

line in Chapter IV is simpler than for a balanced line.

The configuration used in the experimental portion of this work 

was an "unbalanced" transmission line. A balanced, two-wire trans

mission line can be "imaged" by an unbalanced, single-wire line 

over a ground plane. This is explained as follows.

There are an infinite number of equipotential surfaces between 

the two conductors in the two-wire line. (An equipotential surface 

is one in which there is no tangential electric field.) Let us 

consider the plane midway between the two conductors. One conduc

tor carrying alternating currents induces a current in the (ground) 

plane in one direction; the second conductor carrying alternating 

current in the opposite direction induces a current in the ground 

plane in the opposite direction. These two induced currents cancel 

each other. There is no total induced current in the ground plane; 

there is no tangential electric field. Note that there are conduction 

currents in the plane in the direction of wave propagation - the z- 

direction in this work.

Thus we can replace the two-wire transmission line with the unbal

anced, single-wire line. Note that the equipotential surface chosen is 

at zero or ground potential. The electrical characteristics of a trans
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mission line are influenced by the dielectric surrounding the line. If 

the dielectric is foliage, then the characteristics of the line should 

change as the foliage changes. As the transmission line is inserted in

to the medium (foliage), the dielectric that was once air becomes a mix

ture of air and foliage. It was shown in Chapter II that this sensiti

vity region is actually a sinusoid of revolution about the - center con

ductor. The maximum sensitivity region is in the area of the first vol

tage maximum in the standing wave pattern on the line. In other words, 

the line senses foliage mostly in the regions about its voltage maxima. 

In Chapter II, some calculations were made for matched and mismatched 

lines. These showed that the transmission line was least sensitive to 

the dielectric in the vicinity of the voltage nodes. One must take 

care that the medium is as. homogeneous as possible in order that the re

sults be representative of the foliage.

That the medium is homogeneous is concluded from the following dis

cussion. The largest dimension between the plants used in this experi

ment was two inches, the distance between rows of plants. The highest 

frequency used in the tests was 90 Megahertz which has a wavelength of 

10.9 feet, or

X/4 = 31 inches

Thus, two inches is about 6% of a quarter wavelength. Therefore, the 

largest dimension, between plants, is such a small part of a wavelength 

that the assumption that the medium is homogeneous is valid.

One natural question to ask is how large a volume of foliage does
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one need in order to measure impedance„ How far above ground or how 

much below the tops of the foliage must one be? These types of ques

tions will be answered later. One can see that with the use of an un

balanced line the ground proximity is not a problem since the electric 

field lines terminate, on the ground plane. With the balanced line, 

when the line is "near" ground, the field lines unintentionally termin

ate there. If the unbalanced line is a conductor over a ground plane, 

the "closeness" of the earth is no longer a problem - another advantage 

of the unbalanced system.

The primary parameters, measured directly, are related to moisture

content. They are usually input impedance, Z and Z , frequency, andoc sc
electrical line length. Secondary parameters - defined as those - - 

calculated from primary parameters - are characteristic impedance, Z0, 

attenuation factor, a, dielectric Constance, e , conductivity, a, and 

loss tangent, 6. These are obtained from short-and open-circuited line 

or open lines of lengths "& and 2TL - or better from a shorted line sole

ly. Since an open ̂-.circuited line is questionable in lossy media, one 

measurement - a shorted line - is preferred for calculating secondary 

parameters. It appears that using open and shorted lines may give 

values of primary parameters - and thus secondary parameters - that 

are not dependable. This is shown, for example, in the calculation of 

characteristic impedance. Any measurement errors are immediately felt. 

Fdr & ■ .

Z 0 coth
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For 2&
2Oc2 = Z° coth 2YJl

: tanh— = 1/2(1 + tanh2 yZ)
1OC^ tanh 2yl

F i n a l l y

Zoc^ tanh yi ^^oc2~Zoci^

For example, Kirkscether used a balanced two-wire transmission line to 

measure earth constants. In this case, the obvious choice is to use 

open lines of lengths 'Z and 2Z since it was necessary to insert the 

probe (transmission line) into the ground.

B. Experimental Techniques

Through the courtesy of the U. S . Forest Service, we were given the 

use of greenhouse facilities to grow grain and to conduct tests on the 

living foliage. The greenhouse was approximately 20 feet x 40 feet and 

the plot (planted area) within ran north-south; there are several plots 

within the greenhouse —  one of which was used for the experimental work. 

It had dimensions of 5 feet x 13 1/2 feet with a depth of approximately 

5 inches. The wire mesh that served as a ground plane was 5 feet x 12 

feet; it was stapled on the edges and soldered where the mesh sections 

were joined. (The mesh came in 4 foot sections.) The plot was divided 

lengthwise into three equal sections. Two inches was allowed between 

furrows and seeds were planted 15-20 seeds/foot. It was first watered 

on January 19, 1970. Plants appeared on the 23rd of January. They
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were watered every second day until the plants grew to about I foot.

We then changed to daily watering. Towards the end of May, we reverted 

to watering every second day as the plants started to yellow. Finally 

no water was given after June 18. Several holes were drilled in the 

box-bottoms to allow for drainage of excess water. The temperature was 

controlled with radiators and air conditioning. Temperature and humidity 

were recorded continuously on a hygro-thermograph.

The "center" conductor of the transmission line was 5/8 inch 

brass tubing 11 feet 4 inches in length. The three heights at which 

measurements■were made were I 1/4 inches (ground plane to center of 

tubing), 3 1/4 inches, and 12 inches. Wheat was planted on the left 

(east) and barley on the right (west) of the line with oats in the cen-
- ■ I .

ter. At first, measurements were made in the three different grasses; 

later, it was determined that little difference could be seen in the 

three grasses. Also, at the higher heights (wider spacing for a two-wire 

line), the electric field lines are distributed more widely and, there

fore, are not confined to one grass plot. For these reasons, it was 

decided to make measurements with the probe in the oats’ plot (center). 

See Figures 6 through 11.

Measurements were made at various frequencies between 15 and .90 

Megahertz; measurements were made at both resonant and non-resonant fre

quencies. The upper limit of the frequency, was determined by the equip

ment; the lower limit was determined by "sampling." Since the line 

samples the foliage at voltage maxima mostly, the longer the electrical
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Figure 7. Closeup of O W L  feed point showing the plastic 
I. 25 inch height line support, the ground taper 
for the Vector Impedance Meter probe, and 
the wire m e s h  ground plane.
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Figure 8 . T h e  O W L  at the 12 inch height and test plot 
prepared for field intensity measurements.

Figure 9, T h e  test box on 6 March, 1970 showing the 
stand of grass obtained, the O W L  at the 12 
inch height, and the shorting plane.
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Figure 10. Closeup of the O W L  feed point on 6 M a r c h  
1970, showing the O W L  plastic support and 
the ground taper for the 12 inch line height.

Figure H -  Closeup of the O W L  feed point in April 1970 
showing the stand of grass obtained and part 
of the ground taper for the 3. 25 inch line 
height.
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length the more sampling that is done. For example, a full wave line 

samples twice. The resonant frequencies, which changed as the foliage 

changed, were those at which the transmission line "looked" like quar

ter, half, three-quarters, and full wave. The non-resonant frequencies 

were 15, 30, 50, 70, and 90 Megahertz. The type equipment used facili

tated making large numbers of measurements.

An HP-4815A Vector Impedance meter was used to measure impedance; 

an HP-5450 Counter monitored the frequencies. In addition, a Rohde and 

Schwarz Polyskop SWOB I was used for a visual display of impedance vs. 

frequency. Field intensity measurements were made with a Westinghouse 

F. I. meter. An HP608D Signal Generator was placed at the input of the 

transmission line. Field intensity measurements were taken each six 

inches with a vertical monopole.

The raw data are divided into two sections— non-resonant and reson

ant; these sections are subdivided into primary and secondary parameters.

C. Presentation of Data

I. Won-Resonant Frequencies

For the non-resonant frequencies, we used 15, 30, 50, 70, and 90 

Megahertz. 15 and 70 are approximately g ^  X in length, where n 

is an integer. At this odd value of one-eighth wavelengths, the short- 

and open-circuited impedances are approximately equal. They are exact

ly equal when there is zero attenuation.

I
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and

when

Zsc = Z0 tan gA 

Zoc = Z° cot

Z = Z  sc oc

BA
(2n + I) 

8

Since our interest is in determining moisture content, most of the 

following graphs are plotted against moisture content. The abscissa 

ranges from O to 175% although xylene measurements were made to 300 and

400%. It is more important for the Forest Service to know moisture con-
/

tent when the plants are approaching maturity (lower percentage moisture) 

than when green (higher moisture). 

a. Primary Parameters .

First, we look at two graphs of the magnitude of input impedance 

versus percent moisture at 3 1/4 inch height with the short-circuit 

attached for the five non-resonant frequencies. Figure 12 is a plot 

for30 and 70 Megahertz and Figure 13 is for 15, 50, and 90 Megahertz. 

Though no data were recorded between 35 and 115% moisture for. 30 Mega

hertz, it seems reasonable from observing the remaining points that we 

should draw a straight line with a small negative slope. The line for 

70 also has a small negative slope.

The curves in Figure 13 have a slightly positive slope; all three are
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consistent and it appears that additional data points would add little 

beyond 70%. These five curves in both Figures 12 and 13 are from the 

short-circuited line; the open-circuited lines would show similar trends 

but the opposite sign for the slope. This seems reasonable when one con

siders the electrical lengths of the lines. For the three frequencies 

15, 50, and 90 are on the "low" side of X/4, 3/4X , and 5/4 X. A short- 

circuit has a maximum X/4 away (and every odd multiple of X/4). As the 

moisture content increases, the X/4 length becomes shorter or, saying it 

another way, the impedance X/4 away decreases. At 30 and 70 Megahertz, 

as moisture content increases the impedance X/4 away increases towards 

a maximum.

Figure 14 shows the magnitude of input impedance for an open-circuited 

line versus percent moisture at 50 Megahertz and all three heights. The 

slope is indeed slightly negative as we predicted above. The three 

curves show similar slopes and are consistent.

Figure 15 is a typical plot of the phase of the open-circuit impe

dance at"50 Megahertz versus percent moisture. The three heights are 

shown. As expected, with little moisture the input impedance is almost 

completely reactive, near -90° phase. As the moisture increases, loss

es increase and the impedance is resistive as well as reactive, that is, 

the phase angle is somewhat greater than -90°.

Figures 16 and 17 show open-circuit impedance and phase, respective

ly, for all five non—resonant frequencies.. One height— 3/4 inch—is shown.

The next graph. Figure 18, is a plot of the magnitude of the short-
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circuit impedance versus percent moisture for the five nonresonant 

frequencies. The 50 and 90 Megahertz plots cross the plots for 

30 and 70 Megahertz; 15 Megahertz is separated from the others. .As 

before, the 15, 50, and 90 impedance plots are parallel as are the 

30, and 70 Megahertz plots. These measurements were taken at 

'■ 'I,.-..b., Secondary Parameters

The first parameter calculated from the primary parameters 

was the characteristic impedance. Figure 19 shows a representative 

graph of the magnitude of the characteristic impedance versus percent 

moisture for the three heights at 50 MHz. The impedance does not 

show much change with percent moisttire and the slope is generally 

zero. Again, the three curves are parallel. - ~
' " - A '  .

Figure 20 shows the angle of the characteristic impedance versus
i

percent moisture. There is very little difference in the heights 

up.to about 85% moisture. Beyond that, there is some divergence, 

probably showing that the open-circuit is not a good open. That 

is, as the moisture increases, the relative dielectric constant 

increases (capacitance increases) and the impedance (reactance) 

decreases.

Figure 21 is a' plot of the loss tangent versus percent moisture 

at 70 MHz. As expected, loss tangent is small for little moisture 

and increases as moisture increases.

Figure 22 shows the conductivity versus percent moisture. Since con

ductivity is proportional to loss tangent, the graphs should be simi-
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Iar to loss tangent in Figure 21, The frequency is JO Megahertz. Both 

symbols with and symbols without slashes appear on Figures 21 and 22,

The slashes refer to values calculated from short-circuit measurements 

only. The others, without, are for values calculated from short- and 

open-circuit measurements. It is clear that there are discrepancies 

between the two methods of measuring and it appears that the open- 

circuit measurements are inadequate.

. The attenuation of the medium (at 70 Megahertz) is shown in Figure 

23» This is also similar to loss tangent. It seems reasonable that 

the attenuation of the medium would increase as the percent moisture

increases. Figure 2h is a plot of the real part of the relative permit-
i /

tivity versus percent moisture at .JO Megahertz. This is a typical 

curve of permittivity versus moisture.

2, Resonant Frequencies .

. We were able to measure the input impedance of the transmission

line at four resonant frequencies open- and short-circuited. These

frequencies represented quarter-, half-, three-quarter-, and full-wave
'

lines, 1 As the medium grew and became greener, these frequencies 

decreased; as it matured, the resonant frequencies increased, 

a. Primary Parameters

The first eight figures in this section plot the magnitude of the 

impedance of short- and open-circuited lines versus percent moisture.

All figures do not have the same number of points since more emphasis 

was given to the higher frequencies. Hence, when time was limited dur-
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ing testing,., only the higher .frequencies were-tested.. . As.can.be seen 

in Tigures 27,- 27a, 28, and 28a, there are more data ■ points for 3?i/4 

and. full-'Wave resonance . curves but these show the" same trend • and distri

bution as the other two resonance curves. In Tigures 28 and 28a, there 

seems to be no smooth curve that can. be drawn to join the data points 

for - the 12 inch height. This shows the difficulty in making these 

measurements at the higher heights and frequencies since the field lines 

are distributed over a much greater volume than lower heights and/or 

frequencies. In all 8 figures, the greatest change in frequency
I

with percent moisture is shown by the Ih.inch curves.

Tigures 25a, 26a, 27a, and 28a are graphs of open- or short-circuit 

impedance versus percent moisture. These graphs show greater change in 

impedance for the same range of moisture than the corresponding graphs 

in Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28. Figures 25a, 26a, 27a, and 28a would be 

more valuable in determining moisture content. . .

Figures.29-32 are graphs of the change in resonant frequency of a 

shorted line versus percent moisture. The "air" frequencies (0% moisture) 

are shown in Table I. The middle column (3% inches) shows the highest 

resonant frequency at each resonant length except for the full wave» 

normally we would expect a progressive change from Ih to 12 inches or 

Vice, versa. . There was some ,difficulty in making full wave, 12" measure

ments due to capacitive effects to surrounding objects. The transmission 

line particularly sensed objects (plus foliage) when the moisture content
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of the dielectric was relatively low. Figures 29, 30, and 31 show at 

the lower heights the best promise for use in predicting moisture con

tent. . .

Table I

Air Frequencies (Megahertz) 

of Shorted Line

'— - H t . I 1/4 31/4

QUARTER 20.89 21.18 20.66

HALF 40.22 41.60 41.11
THREE

QUARTER 62.06 63.46 62.35

I FULL WAVE 83.21 83.47 85.06 I

I

b . Secondary Parameters

Figures 33 through 36 are graphs of er , the relative dielectric con

stant, versus moisture content. The values were derived using only the 

short-circuit impedance values. This method of calculating er and loss 

tangent are explained in-Appendix A.

Figures 37 through 40 are graphs of 6, the loss tangent, versus mois

ture content. Again these were calculated from the short-circuit impe

dance.

Figures 41 and 42 show the results of typical field intensity mea-
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surements made June 29 and July 3 respectively. These figures show 

that the electric field was contained in the grasses more for higher 

moisture percentages. As the moisture content decreases, the field 

lines spread outward. This is discussed more fully in Chapter IV. 

Also, see Figure 8 for the measurement setup used. The values on the 

ordinate were normalized since these are relative measurements. Val

ues are shown for each foot of physical line length with the feed 

•point at "0". Measurement frequency was 100 Megahertz checked with a 

counter. Note that as the grasses matured the field intensities at 

each height increased,

No effort was made to normalize Figures 41 and 42 to one another. 

For each figure all values for the 3 heights measured were divided b y  

the maximum reading at 12 inches for that figure. For example, in 

Figure 42 all values were normalized against the reading at 9 feet, 12 

inch height. ,r

D. Data Analysis

We can develop from the transmission line equations the equation 

for input impedance of a line.

„ Z Z1 cosh YrH + Z sinh Y Z
~ ° _=________-_____ 2________S=_

Zo cosh Yc^ + sinh YcZ

where Yc = ac + j@c is the propagation constant for the conductor.

For a line short-circuited

Zsc Zo tanh YcS,
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and for open-circuited

and the product gives

zoc = Zo coth YcS,

- zSC zOC

From the first equation, we can solve for 

Yc = 1/A tanh-1 (Zsc/ Z j

or attenuation is

ot„ = —  s,n c 4S,

and phase is

[l + M  (Zsc/2.)]= + Im2 (zsc/z.)
C l - R A  (ZscZZo)]2 + Im2 (ZscZZ0)

3C = + tan"ll 2 Im (ZsrZZ )

„1 - RA2 (ZscZzo) - Im2 (ZscZzo)

where n is the nearest .'integral number of ;^ wavelengths in - the'-line. 

Again, from the transmission line equations, we know that

and

so that



and

WG = Im (yc/Z0) 

G = RA (Yc/Z0)

.81

Normalizing (dividing by air quantities) we obtain

“2. = Xm (Yr/Zj
toCl Im (y c /z ;)

e = H  Ibi (YrZza) 
r f " Im (YeZZ0O

(Throughout this discussion, we assume yr = I) 

We define loss tangent as

S = o/we

 ̂ = G/w6
or

, _ RA (YeZZ,)
' Im (YcZZ0)

. and finally

<y = WEo Er S

Now in order to find a and g of the medium we return to Maxwell's equa

tions from which we write the wave equation

V2 E = jwy (a + jwe) E

Y^ = jwh (o' + jwe)

Y. ' + 3l3m -  ̂2-

where
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Now, after some manipulation, we can write

ci
- - F riJ F Ol2E2

and

6B " “̂
F rJ F Ol2E2

+ I

(la)

(lb)

Note the a and 8 in equations (la) and(16) are functions of conductivity 

and permittivity. All of the above equations are those used in the cal

culations of secondary parameters - using short- and open-circuit impe

dance measurements.

From above we noted that, in the conductor.

Zsc = .Zo tanh Y&

For the magnitude

Similarly

I 2 S c I  = lZo tanh Y&l

cosh
2afc + sin2 Zgil 
2ct£ + cos 2g2

Zoc I Zq coth Y Jl I

Usinhz
cosh

2 a Jl + sin2 
2aJl - cos

ZgJl
ZgT

(2)

(3)

Thus, the denominators in equations (2) and (3) determine, the difference 

in behavior of -the magnitudes of the input impedances - short and open. 

This is seen in Figures 12, 13 and 14. For low moisture ot o and
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| Z S C | = I z J I t a n  8 A |  

I z o c I = |Z0||cot 8£

and

Likewise we can write for the angles 

tan-1 (X s c ZRs c )  = tan-1 (X0Z R q ) +  tan-1 sin
sinh 2 (%c&

-I
:^oc^

I , if -sin B Jltan"! (x /Ro)+ ta n -1 1 :------ c
sinh 2 OicJl,

(4)

(5)

It is clear that the angles are similar except for the opposite sign in 

the last terms of equations (4) and (5). . For low losses, low percent 

moisture, the second term is dominant. As the line becomes very lossy 

the angle of the characteristic impedance gets larger and the second 

term decreases. This was verified in the measurements; Figure 17 shows 

the angle "decreasing" from ± 90° as the percent moisture increases.

In other words, the attenuation, ac, increases „ sinh 2acJl increases, 

and

tan-l ( - sin 2BcJl 
I sinh 2 CtcJl

E. Interpretation

Moisture content of foliage is predictable by many of the para

meters discussed in Section C of this chapter. Which method shows the 

most promise? Ideally, a straight line of slope=I is the most accurate 

"curve" for determining moisture - or any parameter - on a graph but,
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practically, a monotonically increasing curve will suffice. At times 

the scales of the ordinate or abscissa can be changed to approach this 

optimum slope. Let us examine the data again.

I. Non-resonant Frequencies

Of the five frequencies shown in Figures 12 and 13, 70 Megahertz 

appears to give the best accuracy for determining percent moisture. 

Zero percent moisture is about 400ohms and then the magnitude de

creases to about ZOOohms at nearly -45° at higher moisture contents. 

This would be quite a suitable curve between 0 and 40%; however, be

yond 40% the curve becomes quite flat where slight change in impe

dance could mean a large change in percent moisture.

Figure 14 can be used to compare typical open-circuit impedances - 

(magnitude) with short-circuit impedances in Figures 12 and 13.

Again, the slope between 0 and 40% gives good accuracy in reading 

percent moisture from the abscissa; however, the slope increases to 

a slightly negative value beyond 40%. Of the three heights in Fi

gure 14, the I 1/4 inches would give the best accuracy. This is prob

ably peculiar to their line; better "predictors" will be discussed 

later. The best parameter will be discussed in Chapter V. Figures 

16 and 18 show all the non-resonant frequencies and the reciprocity 

between short and open. By reciprocity we mean that the slopes of 

the graphs of short- and open-circuited lines have different signs 

but have approximately the same magnitudes. Of the first figures.
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Figures 12 through 18, it appears that Figure 14 is the best for pre

dicting moisture. And, of the three heights, I 1/4 inches is the 

best. Now consider the secondary parameters.

As expected, the magnitude of the characteristic impedance showed 

little overall change with moisture. This can be seen in Figure 19 

which shows a typical graph of Z q for the three heights at 50 Megahertz 

Whether one draws a straight line of slope zero or a slightly curved 

line through the points, none of the three curves would be of much val

ue in determining moisture. In addition, the phase of the characteris

tic impedance, presented in Figure 20, shows only 10° change in phase 

from 0 to about 165% moisture. Thus, the phase associated with the 

characteristic impedance would be of little value. From equations (4) 

and (5) of Section D of this chapter, we see that the phase of the 

short-circuit impedance is approximately equal to the phase of the 

open-circuit impedance for low moisture content. As the moisture goes 

to zero, this becomes exact.

Figures 21  ̂ 22, and 23 are of doubtful use as moisture indicators 

since all curves are multivalued except for the data on Figure 21 

taken from "short" measurements. These are shown by slashes.

Similarly, Figure 24 shows curves that are multivalued taken from 

short- and open-circuited measurements and curves taken from short 

measurements that are monotonic.■

2. Resonant Frequencies

The resonant frequencies appear useful, in fact more useful than
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non-resonant. These can be used in a number of ways but the most int

eresting is the change in resonant frequency with moisture. First, let 

us look at some other parameters.

Figures 25 through 28 are the magnitudes of the impedances. In 

Figures 25, 26, and 27 the curves are similar again with the 1 1 / 4  inch 

height giving the best accuracy. Of the eight graphs. Figures 25 

through 28, Figure 25a shows the greatest change in impedance as mois

ture increases. Figure 25a shows greater than 100 to I change. Gen

erally the higher impedance graphs. Figures 25a, 26a, 27a, and 28a show 

greater changes. These would be more desirable for indicating moisture.

Figures 29 through 32 show the most potential for determining per

cent moisture for at least two reasons. The first reason is that the 

slope is almost 45° in some cases. The second reason is that the 

change in frequency— at resonance— may be a way of circumventing the 

problem of variable density of foliage. This is possible by comparing 

the resonant frequency at any moisture content to the resonant frequen

cy of the line with air dielectric. This normalizing would permit us 

to predict moisture content independent of density assuming the physi

cal system has not changed. Also, if the data are not available, one 

calibration measurement is made on the foliage. This is discussed ■ 

further in Chapters IV and V. In Figure 29 the best curve is the 1 1 / 4  

inch height. It seems to cross the curve for 3 1 / 4  inches but overall 

it is nearly 45° and has a good range of about 4 Megahertz from 0 to



175%. The curve for I 1/4 inch height is again the best in Figure 30. 

The point at 120% is questionable. The grasses were watered the pre

vious night; the measurements were made the following morning. The sun 

had not appeared and there was noticeable moisture on the lower stems. 

Hence, the 1 1 / 4  inch height would show this more than the other two. 

This point is high on each of the four figures.

The least likely height to use for short grasses would be 12 inches 

since the field lines distribute themselves over such a large volume.

As soon as the plants had reached an appreciable height (- 12 in

ches) xylene measurements were begun after each set of impedance mea

surements. These consisted of cutting samples— between 10 and 30 grams 

each— of wheat, oats, and barley. Then xylene was added and the mix

ture was boiled. Both xylene and water boiled, evaporated, and con

densed; they separated themselves after condensation. The percent mois

ture was calculated from:

Percent moisture = ^ atet!------w t . of dry grasses

Note that the percent moisture can exceed 100%.

Originally the growth at the far end of the plot was meant solely 

for xylene testing. See Figure 6 . Since this section was not ade

quate, samples were taken from throughout the plot. We were limited 

to one sample per variety. Samples were collected and capped immedia

tely to prevent evaporation. At times the samples were not "xylened" 

the same day. It is important to note that, particularly near maturi-
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ty, when the plant is cut and withdrawn from the plot the driest por

tions fall off when brushed against anything. Thus the wetter parts 

remain and this affects the accuracy.

It was found necessary to add fertilizer since the soil was 

thought to be deficient in nitrogen. Plants started to turn yellow 

and some died. More seeding was done and; six applications of Hyponex 

were given starting on February 17th - two applications per week.

Then, on February 25th, ammonium nitrate was applied. This helped the 

growth and color considerably; however, we were never very successful 

in growing wheat, or oats, at the end beyond the termination. Origin

ally this section was intended for xylene tests. This section is 

shown in Figure 6. It is the portion not covered by the ground plane. 

Directly beneath was a radiator which would give off heat all evening 

and on any cloudy day until May. This section was almost always dry 

on the surface. In addition, it was the closest to the glass sides of 

the greenhouse and it was next to where the short was placed. See Fi

gures 6 and 9. In the first case there may have been refracted heat 

waves from the glass and in the second case the large short reflected 

heat towards this section. Thus it seems that for these three reasons 

- the radiator, the vertical glass, and the vertical short - the sec

tion under discussion was subjected to extra heat which prevented 

healthy growth. Of the three plants subjected to this heating the 

wheat did the poorest (hardly any growth) while the barley did the 

best (stunted growth). Since wheat especially is a cool weather plant.
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of 12 inches.

There is some question as to the validity of the open-circuit 

measurements. The open-circuit is in question especially when the 

moisture content is relatively high. ' The actual point at which this 

happens is difficult to ascertain. Looking at Figures 21 and 24, we 

note that there is little agreement beyond approximately 10%. It is 

felt the single, short-circuit readings are more reliable than the 

short and open readings. The equations used are derived in Appendix

A. (A 24 inch radius short was used. See Figures 6 through 9.) In 

any case, the curves of Figures 21, 22, and 24 with the slash symbols 

.are- single-valued and could be utilized to determine moisture content. 

These will be compared in Chapter IV as well.



CHAPTER IV

MODEL

What model could best represent our medium .and how can this be 

applied to other media?

A. Hypothesis .

In a homogeneous medium, the velocity of propagation of a plane 

wave is written as
I

V =

where

H = Vr V0

and

e = er eo
(yr = I throughout this discussion). In air these become

U = c — ---  = 3 x IO8 m/sec
Uo eO

In addition

u - A f„

where A is the wavelength in meters and fo is frequency. Thus

If =



and in general
' .91.:

Now let us’ consider a resonant transmission line of fixed length v A/4, 

where v i$ any positive integer, or

. v E

where f is the resonant frequency.

For the same length of line in air, we write

viX v v - =■

Dividing equation (2) by equation (I) and rearranging we obtain

Er (3)

Thus knowing the resonant frequencies in air and in the medium we can cal

culate the relative dielectric constant in the medium. The plant moisture 

measuring system to be recommended in the final chapter is one which will 

measure resonant frequencies. The resonant frequencies can be related to 

the dielectric constant which is related to moisture content.

B. Important Parameters

The important parameters to measure are f in air and fr in the di-
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electric medium; both are defined as primary parameters and can be mea

sured in the field. The frequency in air is measured before growth and 

after cutting; the two should agree. The dielectric measurements are 

made as often as desired starting from the time when the plants have 

reached maximum height. Now as the foliage matures the resonant fre

quency increases from some minimum. This minimum represents (corresponds 

to) the maximum moisture in the foliage. As the moisture content de

creases , the resonant frequency increases. In case the measurements are 

started before the plants have reached maximum height or density or max

imum moisture then subsequent measurements will reveal this - the fre

quencies will continue to decrease until maximum height, density, and 

moisture are realized. If the measurements are started after maximum _ - 

conditions, subsequent measurements will reveal this also. That is, the 

frequencies will continue to increase from the aforementioned minimum.

During the measurements, a special test was conducted as a check on 

this theory (this is also mentioned in Chapter III). Just before tests 

were concluded, the grasses were watered heavily. Again, measurements 

were made following this. As expected, the resonant frequency decreased. 

As the grasses dried again, the frequency increased toward that of air. 

Thus we have a mono tonic function.

If the plants should take in water through rain or some other fac

tor, the change would show by a decrease in resonant frequency.

If data are not available which give the actual moisture content for 

the corresponding resonant frequency, a calibration sample is taken - for
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example, the xylene test.

C. Calculations

Now let us compare calculated values of relative dielectric constant 

to values derived from measurements. We will calculate Er from equation 

(3) and plot the change in frequency against this value of er. Figures 43 

and44 show four straight lines - one for each resonant length of trans

mission line which was measured in the experimental portion. The lines 

in figures 43 and44 represent theoretical values of the change in frequen

cy against er. For example, in Figure43, the A/4 curve is the change in 

frequency, with respect to 21 Megahertz, versus er.

The points represented by circles, squares, and triangle® are de

rived from measured values (of short-circuit impedance) at 12 inches, 3

1/4 inches, and I 1/4 inches respectively. The agreement between theore- 
- .

tical and experimental is quite good except for full wave measurements and 

most 12 inch measurements. This suggests that many of the electric field 

lines are not contained within the foliage at this height and that there 

is fringing at the edges of the ground plane. Figures 4 and 5 of Chapter 

II make this clearer. As the spacing of the lines increases the energy is 

distributed over a larger volume. In order for this system to be used in 

the field, we would want to limit the line spacing to 2 or 3 inches (cen

ter conductor to ground plane) ; this will be discussed in the last chapter. 

In any case, we can see that knowing our resonant "air" frequency we need . 

take but one additional reading (resonant frequency), in the foliage, to 

determine the slope of the graph in Figures 43 and 4A Note that these
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curves are linear for these values of er . Consider equation (3)

er =

r -

f 12
ff

E-i- =
f r + Afi 2

where Af is the change in frequency due to the dielectric. For small 

changes, we can write

er - (I + ^ f )21T

= 1 +  2 —  
f,

Thus we see a linear relationship between Er and resonance, 

change

For zero

^r = I

which represents an "air" reading. As will be discussed later, these are 

related to moisture content.

D. Model

Now consider a typical plot of grasses such as was utilized in the 

experimental portion of this work. We think of the plants as parallel di

electric cylinders that are perpendicular to the ground plane. Of course, 

the remaining volumes are air and are also parallel. See FigureslO and 

11. Let the air volume have conductivity cr̂  ( = 0 ) and permittivity
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( = I ) *  Let the plant have conductivity Og and permittivity Eg * With 

these, let us calculate the dielectric constant and conductivity of our 

medium. We will do this by. thinking of the medium as a combination of 

parallel and series capacitors. Then we will take into account the mois

ture content. We will derive expressions for e and a that vary with per

cent moisture. These will be plotted and compared to experimental values.

Two factors affect our calculations. First, as height (spacing) in

creases the. electric field lines spread more. This is shown in Figure 4'5. 

(Note that the plants are shown enlarged,) The field lines are concen

trated in a smaller area (of the ground plane) in Figure 45a,where the 

center conductor is closer to the ground plane, than in Figure45>, where 

the height is increased. Figure 4 also shows this. As the spacing be- ' 

tween the lines is increased, less power is contained within the lines; 

hence more power is outside the lines. Thus the electric field lines 

spread with increasing height.

Second, as moisture content varies the path that the electric field 

line takes between center conductor and ground changes. Figure 45 shows, 

the effect of moisture change. The right half of Figures 45^ and b) shows 

air dielectric; the left half represents an air-foliage mixture. The 

sketching of electric field lines can be explained as follows: The elec

tric field lines are perpendicular to equipotential surfaces (hence con

ductor surfaces). Sketching equipotential surfaces will help us in sketch

ing field lines. There is no difficulty in 'drawing equipotential surfaces 

for air dielectric (right side of Figure 45); they are to a first approxi-
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Figure 45. Cross-sectional View of Transmission Line Showing
Electric Field Lines and Equipotentials in Air (right) 
and in Foliage (left) for a) lower and b) higher heights.



mation circles of larger and larger radius starting at the center conduc

tor. However, the equipotential surfaces will tend to "follow" the "con- 

. ductor" (plant) since the surface of a_ perfect conductor is_ an equipoten

tial surface. The plants are shown out of proportion for clarity. Thus 

the electric field lines are distorted on the left side of Figures 45a and 45 

b. In addition, the higher the percent moisture, the greater the distor

tion. With these two factors in mind, we proceed to the calculations.

From Figure 45, we can divide the electric field lines into parallel 

and perpendicular components. The parallel components are considered 

parallel capacitors and conductances; the perpendicular components are 

considered series capacitors and conductances. (Parallel and perpendicu

lar to plant-air cylinders.) Assume the volume of the plant-air medium 

consists of 50% parallel and 50% series configuration.

From the Encyclopedia of Physics^, we have for the parallel case

(5)

(6) .

where v is the fractional volume, is the equivalent relative dielectric 

constant and CTp is the equivalent conductivity. For the series elements, 

the above reference gives

99 .

and

=p = vIeI +  v2e2

CTP - vIaI +  v2a2

I -  = Zl + 1 2  
es • eI e2

(7)
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I vi Vg

where Eg is the equivalent relative dielectric constant for the series 

case and as is the equivalent conductivity. For air

Cf1 = 0

eI = 1

and for water

.-3CT2 -.10 mhos/m

E2 = 80

We assume the cylinders have the same height; therefore, equations (5) 

and (6) become

eP = Alel + A2e2 (■

aP ~ A1CT1 + A2ct2 (10)

and equations (7) and (8) become

Ai A2
(11)

Qg = 0
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, 101 .
where the "A’s" are the fractional areas.

Since the medium is considered half parallel and half series,

write

Er = .5 Eg + .5 Ep 

and a = .5 as + „5 Op

.= .5 Op

Substituting "the proper values for E and a into equations (9), 

and (11), we obtain

Ep = A-ĵ + 80 Ag

a = A 9 x IO-3 
P 2

and
/

Eg = 1ZCAf + ^ / 80)

Let P be the percent moisture defined by

P A w t . of water in plants 
- total weight of plants

We can now write equations (14), (15), and (16) as

Ep = A-̂ + 80 Ag P 

Op = Ag x IO"3 P

(13)

(10) ,

(14)

(is):

. (16)

(17)

(18)

(12)

and
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. Eg - I/(A£ + A£ P/80) (19)

Now let us calculate the fractional areas. f

Recall that the density of the plants was two inches between rows 

and approximately 18 seeds/foot or 3 seeds/2 inches. Maximum stem dia

meter was approximately 1/4 inch; a value of 3/16 inch was assumed aver

age stem diameter. Figures 46a) and b) are top views of a section of the 

transmission line setup-parallel and series. The total area of each sec

tion is 4 square inches. The fractional area of the three plants shown 

in Figure, :46a) is

Ao = area of plants 
total area

= 3/4 (irr2)

= 0.0207

Since

then

Ai + A2 ~ I

A1 = 0.9793

and equations (17) and (18) become

ep = 0.979 + 1.66P (20)

and

Op = 0.0207 x IO-3P (21)
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2 In

5/8 in. 
Center 
Cond.

mesh
a) parallel

5/8 in mesh
Center
Cond.

Plants.

b) series

Figure 46. Top View of Section of Transmission Line Showing
Fractional Areas (ratios) Used in Calculating Permittivity 
and Conductivity for a) parallel and b) series 
Configurations.
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We return to Figure 46b) in order to calculate the fractional areas for 

the series case. The three plants are actually in series in the 3/16 

inch x 2 inch section indicated by cross-hatching. This cross-hatched 

section in Figure^b) is, in turn, in parallel with the "air" section. 

The fractional, (series) area shown is

area of plants 
total area

= 3 (irr2)
2 x 3/16

= 0.2208

Since A£ + A£ = I

then ^

A f =  0.7792
/

and equation (19) becomes

eg = 1/(0.779 + 0.2208 P/80) (22)

Now to find the average "series" permittivity, Eg , - which is actua

lly the parallel combination of the cross-hatched section in Figure 46b) 

with the remaining section of air - we again take fractional areas. ' That 

is'

’ Eg = I 13/16 x 2 + 3/16 x 2 ]
'—  4 4 s1

= 29/32 +  3/32 [1/(0.779 +  0.2208P/80)] (23)
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Substituting equations (20) and (23) into equation (12) we obtain

Er -  °-5 [°-906 + 0-. 77° ' ° 9080028p ]  + 0-Sr°-979 + !-66pI

- I + 0.83 P (24)

Substituting equation (21) into equation (13), we obtain

0 = 0 .I x  10 ^ P  mhos/m (25)

Note that P is defined as, in this chapter.

p 4 w t . of water in plant 
total plant weight

In the remainder of this discussion

p ^ w t . of water in plant 
I = dry wt. of plant

One can see from the definition of P that the range of P is

0 < P S I

while the. range of P^ used throughout the remainder of this paper - and by 

the Forest.Service - is

0 < P1 < =°

Figure 47 shows the experimental values' of a and er and the theoreti

cal values plotted against percent moisture, P1 . Thus while equations (24)
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and (25) are linear relationships, they become non-linear when plotted 

as shown (versus P^). Equations (24) and (25) are shown as solid lines 

in Figure 47• '
Figure 47 shows good agreement between the experimental and theore

tical values for permittivity. The agreement.between experimental and 

theoretical values of conductivity is not so good, but there is an ex

planation for this. Equation (25) takes into account the conductivity 

of the water only and assumes the remaining foliage has zero conductivi

ty, This is probably not so, which would tend to increase the conducti

vity or - looking at Figure 47 - we would note the entire curve for the

oretical values of conductivity would be raised. Reference 5 shows two 

graphs of conductivity vs. time of cut willow boughs. The freshly cut' 

samples have conductivities of the order of IO-^ mhos/meter. Thus it seems 

reasonable to assume that the conductivity is higher than shown on Figure 

47. Further work in this area would be of interest taking into account the 

effects of the conductance of dry foliage (no water).

Finally, it would seem that we can represent the foliage-air mixture 

as a capacitor-conductance combination. Figure 47 appears to show that 

this is a valid approximation. ' Further work needs to be done with con

trolled growth so that electrical properties of foliage can be measured 

and categorized.
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CHAPTER V '

CONCLUSIONS

A. Conclusions

It is possible to predict moisture content of living foliage 

using an open-wire transmission line. The best method for accom

plishing this is to measure a resonant frequency of an unbalanced 

line with the terminal end short-circuited. As the plant matures 

the moisture content decreases (the plant remains approximately 

constant in size and shape), the relative dielectric constant 

approaches one and the resonant frequency approaches that of the OWL 

with no foliage. • One can predict moisture content using the 

resonant-line data with greater accuracy than with non-resonant-line 

data.

Let us compare some check points ("+" signs) on our figures.

In Figure 29 (resonant-line data) the Rf corresponding to an open 

wire line height of 3% inches indicates 15% moisture while Af for 

the 1% inches height indicates 20% moisture. Recall l6% moisture 

was the value measured using the xylene method. ' In Figure 30 both 

the 3^ and I^ inch heights indicate 15% moisture. In Figure 31 the 

S3S inch height indicates 15% and the I^ inch height indicates.- 20% 

and in Figure 32 the Sk inch height indicates 15% while the Ik inch 

height indicates 25%. Of these eight percentages the last one shows 

the greatest error - 25% instead of l6% - and five of the eight
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readings were 15%• Compare this with Figure l4, for example, where 

I Zgc I for the 1%  inch height indicates 30% moisture content and the 

%  inch height indicates approximately 13%,.'[non-resonant line data).

The resonant frequency should change only with a change in 

plant moisture so long as the physical system is not changed 

(dimensions, etc.)-

Humidity does not .-'.-affectr-the me'asufements appreciably. It is 

possible that humidity will have a greater effect in the event that 

the foliage is more sparse - allowing more air space. During these 

tests humidity was varied from approximately 25 to 50% with no notice

able change in data.

The lower heights (of center conductor) are preferable for measur

ing moisture in low grasses.

B. Recommendations and Rationale

Other experimental systems should be established in the field 

under natural conditions to further investigate the shorted, resonant 

open-wire line concept of measuring.moisture.

It is recommended that further work be done in the following 

areas.

(l.) The length of transmission'line should be varied (under 

separate tests) where physical conditions permit. The



(shorted) line can be lengthened if space is available and 

' if increased sampling is desired,

(2.) The frequency should be somewhere between 40 and TO MHz,

limited by the approximations made. As frequency increases 

the number of sampling anti-nodes increases (see Figure 5). 

Increased sampling is likely to give more accurate results. 

(3.) The height of the line above the ground plane should be

about 2 inches for low grasses. Naturally, greater heights 

of center conductor are recommended for tall grasses or 

■ bushes. However, as the height increases so does the 

radiation resistance (see Figure 48), and less energy is - 

available for moisture measurements.

(4.) The ground plane width and length will depend on Recom

mendations (l.), (2.), and (3.) above. The length of the 

ground plane should be approximately the length of the 

center conductor. The width will be determined by the 

height of center conductor and the power determined by 

Figure 4. As one determines the amount of power desired 

within the circle of radius p , one can calculate the width 

of ground plane. Ninety percent power was utilized at 12 

inches in this work. Needless to say the lower heights 

will give greater physical stability to the system.

(5.) The size of the wire mesh used as the ground plane will be
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determined by the frequency, the foliage stem diameter, 

and the desired physical strength of the ground plane.

The "hole" size should be less than approximately X/40; 

that is, the size should be less than an appreciable part 

of a wave length. In addition, the holes in the mesh 

should be large enough to permit the foliage to grow 

naturally and yet small enough to give adequate physical 

strength to the system. The wire diameters (of the mesh) 

could be increased to strengthen the system as well.

Other ground-plane metals such as copper should be 

investigated to note any effects unaccounted for. The

question of whether or not a ground plane made of magnetic
/ '

material influences the measurements should be resolved.

(6 . ) More than one OWL system should be tested and various

types of grasses and brush oould be evaluated. For the 

larger foliage, which takes months or years to grow, the 

ground plane would be constructed on site.

(7- ) The radius of the short should be approximately twice the 

conductor to ground plane spacing. Two sizes of shorts 

were tried during tests. Wo noticeable difference was 

seen in the measurements; thus the larger short was 

selected.

(8 .) The necessary electronic equipment could be installed on
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or at a central location with a coaxial switch and coaxial 

cables to more than one probe. The equipment could 

consist of a variable frequency oscillator and a local 

oscillator as in superheterodyne systems. An inexpensive 

counter would vread" the frequency and telemetering equip

ment could transmit the desired data.

There is no question that moisture content can be 

predicted. The questions that must be answered are such 

as how elegant a system is desired and what financial 

limitations exist.



Appendix A

This section presents the derivation of the equation used to calcu

late the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant using only 

short-circuit measurements. Recall the input impedance for a shorted 

transmission line is

zsc = Zo tanh Y&

where p = pepr and e = eoer and er is complex. If

^r I

and

6 eIl

Zsc
377
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V l  + 62 - I

tanh

Wl + 6Z -I

sinh ( M  v r r T - i )+ j ( aT  I

cosh (M  j+ c„s( ^ ^ y ^ f ^ j

where t») = 2mf, c = 3 x 10®m/sec, and £ is the length in m. Equating real 

and imaginary parts, we obtain

(Al)
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and

d - M  
c

Equations (Al) and (A2) are two transcendental equations and cannot be 

solved manually. The Sigma 7 plotted Rsc and Xgc on two separate graphs 

versus e Each graph plotted four different values of e". We allowed 

e' to vary from .95 to about 3; e" values varied from .001 to 1.0.



Appendix B

Radiation

In order to consider the radiation characteristics of the probe 

transmission line, let us consider some assumptions we originally made 

First, in using the image technique we assumed the earth was plane 

and second, that it was perfectly conducting. Now we consider the im

age in the earth and come up with a balanced line again. The field 

effects of the two wires will essentially cancel each other but with a 

short on the end away from the generator we will not experience this 

cancelling effect. Hence, we must have some sort of radiation. Con

sider the vector potential, TL This is usually defined as 

' B = V x A

and satisfies the wave equation

It can be shown that a solution that satisfies this equation is

In our analysis, we consider the origin at the center of the short 

and the "short" aligned with the z-axis. Assume the current uniform 

over the length of the "antenna" since it is electrically short. We

now can write
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i dv = k iz d£

The vector potential is in the direction of current so we can write

A = k Az = k I
Z 4  TT

3-frju)(t-r/u)

Since we observe the field away from the antenna

r »  d£

and the current does not vary along d&, we can also write

a  VtiJUTjtinrzu
z  "  4 i r r

where we suppress time..

In spherical coordinates

Ar = A z cos 9 

Ag = -Az sin 9

A<j> = 0

In order to find B, and H, we find V x A.
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and

therefore

From Maxwell*
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V x A

i g I 1 «
sin 0 r sin 0 ® r *

3 3 3
Sr ■ 39 , 3<j)

aT

f r sin' 0 A(

OO i I
3
Br 3

30
3
3*

A r r> 6

Hf

^fMrA6) - 9— ArI
r^9r 96 J

B = y H 

H = l/y V x A

Hr = 0 , H 0 = 0

I d& e~j^r sin 0 + .j8I d& e~3$T sin 0
4irr2 

3 equation

V x H = J + |5-



However, there is no conduction current at our point of observation 

(away from our antenna). So we write
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y x H

and

V x H = ja)E E

—  I  —E = — V x H

In spherical coordinates

_■

V x h  = 3
Sr

. I
rz sin 0 r sin 0

3
30

3_ ■
3<J) •

r sin 0 H
*

jl r i sin 6 h<j,)_ _ i_ s iL r2 sin 0 96 r Sin 9 9r
» I* — jl d& e~j^r cos 0 _j_ 31 d& e~3^r cos 0 *|
L 2 J

o _3_ (r sin 0 H^)

(I)

+ 0 fgl di e~jgr sin 0 _  ̂  I d& e~jgr sin 0 +  ̂ 32I dl sin 01
L 4 TTWEr2 TTWEr^ 4 TTWEr J

We can write the average power flow density as 

P =  1/2 Real ( E * H* )

= 1/2 Real ( -0 Er H^ + r E0 H* )
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It can be shown mathematically that the first term in equation 

(I) above is zero. In addition, from physical reasoning we know there 

can be no radiated power directed tangent to any sphere drawn around 

our short. The radiated power must be perpendicular to the surface of 

the sphere at any point on the sphere.

Now, taking the second term in equation (I), we obtain for the out

ward power flow density

^ave/m2 J2 I2 dH2 sin2 6 
32ir2 e r

Notice that E q has three terms - 1/r^, 1/r2 , and 1/r. While the 

Ĥ . has two terms - 1/r2 and 1/r. In the last equation, P = Eg H^, the 

radiated power varies as 1/r2 showing that only the 1/r terms are re

sponsible for radiation. Looking at this intuitively, we see that as r 

becomes large the 1/r^ and 1/r2 terms go to zero (are negligible) much 

faster than the 1/r term. Therefore, we would have been justified in 

the first to have neglected these terms for large r.

In order to find the radiation resistance, we now integrate over 

the entire surface of the sphere at any radius r. This gives

ave -//w2 I2 d&2 ,sin2.? ^  6 d* d8
32ir2 eu r*

789
2 (f

¥
where I is a peak value.
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From this last we see that our radiation resistance for our shorted 

transmission line is

. * rad = 789

Figure 48 shows a graph of the radiation resistance and total re

sistances of a shorted transmission line. Notice that the resistance 

increases rapidly as either the frequency or length of short in

creases. The solid lines are plots of the radiation resistance calcu

lated above. The dashed lines are plots of measured, values of total 

resistance. Since the Vector Impedance Meter measures impedance and 

angle, at an angle of zero degrees we have a measure of the resistance 

seen at the input to the transmission line. Obviously this includes 

radiation resistance and losses.

The "measured" values were taken with an 11 foot length of 5/8 

inch tubing over a ground plane consisting of 1/2 inch wire mesh. The 

spacing of 2.5 inches is equivalent to I 1/4 inches over the ground 

plane; similarly, the 6.5 inch is 3 1/4 inches over the ground plane.
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